Body Pro-Lok™ Rails-Only SBRT Immobilization for use with Exact® & IGRT-style couchtops

The Body Pro-Lok Rails-Only System provides a method for utilizing Body Pro-Lok Bridges, Respiratory Belt and accessories without the full Body Pro-Lok Platform or CIVCO’s Universal Couchtop.

Features

- Exact Indexing
- Toggle and clamp design provides secure couchtop attachment
- Reduced attenuation when compared with the use of the Body Pro-Lok Platform
- Rails-Only T-Pin Lok-Bars provide compatibility with indexable products

Secure Couchtop Attachment

The system features four lateral clamps that toggle between an Exact or IGRT profile, allowing a secure fit to each table.

53cm, Varian Exact MTSBRT060
Kit includes Exact Rails, Type 1B Bridge, Type 2 Bridge, Respiratory Plate, Respiratory Belt, 4x T-Pin Lok-Bars™, Kneefix™ 3, Feetfix™ 3, Clam-Lok ™ Cushion MTSBRT060K

See back for Rails-Only customization
Body Pro-Lok™ Rails-Only Customization

**Body Pro-Lok Bridges** provide additional immobilization from above.

- **Type 1B Bridge (front)** MTSBRT039
- **Type 2 Bridge (middle)** MTSBRT007
- **Type 3 Bridge (back)** MTSBRT031

The **Clam-Lok™ Cushion** (8") forms to comfortably enhance immobilization from above.

- **MTSBRT202**

The **Feetfix™ 3 Cushion** contributes to better stability and reproducibility in the supine position.

- **301071**

**T-Pin Lok-Bars™** allow most indexable positioning aids to be indexed to the Body Pro-Lok Rails-Only System.

- **MTSBRT202**

The **Respiratory Plate** places pressure at the level of the diaphragm to assist in restricting respiratory movement.

- **MTSBRT003**

The **Body Pro-Lok Respiratory Belt** provides pneumatic compression and immobilization to the abdominal region for SBRT treatments.

- **MTSBRT004**

The **Body Pro-Lok Bridges** provide additional immobilization from above.

- **Type 1B Bridge (front)** MTSBRT039
- **Type 2 Bridge (middle)** MTSBRT007
- **Type 3 Bridge (back)** MTSBRT031

The **Kneefix™ 3 Cushion** contributes to better stability and reproducibility in the supine position.

- **301055**

**Elevation Blocks**

- **301052**

**Patient Handles** clamp to the platform or Universal Couchtop™, providing a stable place for immobilized patients to place their hands.

- **MTSBRT005**
- **MTSBRT0051**

The **Respiratory Plate** places pressure at the level of the diaphragm to assist in restricting respiratory movement.

- **MTSBRT003**

The **Body Pro-Lok Respiratory Belt** provides pneumatic compression and immobilization to the abdominal region for SBRT treatments.

- **MTSBRT004**

The **Body Pro-Lok Bridges** provide additional immobilization from above.

- **Type 1B Bridge (front)** MTSBRT039
- **Type 2 Bridge (middle)** MTSBRT007
- **Type 3 Bridge (back)** MTSBRT031

The **T-Shape Vac-Lok™ Cushion** provides positioning with the arms up when used with a Wing Board™, while cradling the torso region.

- **MTVL0017**

The **Extended Wing Board™** is 22.5” (57cm) wide, constructed of durable, lightweight ABS and can be used with T- or U-Grip handles.

- **MTWB08T**
- **MTWB08U**

**Patient Handles** clamp to the platform or Universal Couchtop™, providing a stable place for immobilized patients to place their hands.

- **MTSBRT005**
- **MTSBRT0051**